
Magic Grout/Caulk

2 1/2” Screws  
Exterior or Interior

Touch Up
Paint/Stain

Post Size
3” x 3“
4” x 4”
4” x 6”
6” x 6”

6”   (3.5“ inside dia.)
8”   (5.5“ inside dia.)
10” (7.5“ inside dia.)
12” (9.5” inside dia.)

Column Size

Column Installation Instruction

www.BuyFauxStone.com

How to Wrap a Post

Install a full/half Column

Step 4

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Circular/Hand/or Jigsaw
Power Drill, Hammer, Level
Pencil, Tape Measure
Caulking Gun, Utility Knife,
Exterior or Interior Screws
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If you have room between the pole and inside 
diameter of column shaft, Start by building out
your pole so the column will fit very snug around
it. (pic 1) 

Take your measureing tape and mark on the caps 
and bases where you will jigsaw out the size of your 
Post. (pic 2) Post. (pic 2) 

Stack your cap & base on top of eachother, 
measure the remaining space to the ceiling. (Pic 3) 

Mark that measurement on your column shaft and cut down with a saw. For a helpful hint, you can place a 
piece of masking tape on your pencil line as a guide for an even cut. (pic 4) 

Once your shaft is cut to the desired height screw into the base and put into position around your pole stack 
the cap on top and screw from the shaft into the cap countersinking all the screws as you go about a quarter 
inch. Once all 3 components ainch. Once all 3 components are screwed together, use a level to make sure your column is straight (pic 5) 

Repeat the steps for the other side and screw the two halves together adding a screw about every 10 “, Even
screw the Cap into the ceiling, Then use the level one more time to make sure your column is straight. (pic 6) 

The last step is to use our magic grout to cover all the screwheads, side seams, seams where shafts meet the 
cap & base, and seams where caps & bases meet the ceiling and floor. (pic 7) If your product is stained use 
our touch up bottle to go over the stone white grout, brush on and quickly wipe off,.Repeat to darken/match. 

Stack the caps & bases on top of eachother and 
measure the distance to the ceiling. Cut down your 
shaft to measured height. Screw Shaft to Caps & 
Bases countersinking Screws and Screw Cap into the 
ceiling. Use a level to make sure your column is 
straight. Then Cover all Screws and seams with 
our sand finish Magic Gour sand finish Magic Grout. 
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remember that while these columns are non-
structural. (unless wrapped around a post)
they can still bear some weight, since they are
made of high density polyurethane. Columns 
can be extended custom to any height. they will 

not rot or absorb water and have a 
10 yr warranty.10 yr warranty.

“An easy to install DIY project!”  


